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CONGRATULATIONS

seniors for all your hard work through the years.

We are proud of you!

Cavalier Xpress & Storage
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Congrats Class of 2022

SOUTHERN STATES
Carroll County Coop. Inc.

Hillsville Branch
505 East Stuart Drive
Hillsville, VA 24343
(276) 728-2912
Fax: (276) 728-3421

Galax Branch
201 Meadow St.
Galax, VA 24333
(276) 236-2181
Fax: (276) 238-0964

Wytheville Branch
1055 Industry Rd
Wytheville, VA 24382
(276) 228-3401
Fax: (276) 228-3143

Feed • Seed • Fertilizer • Farm Supplies
JOSEPH BRUECKNER  KALEE BUNN  DANIEL BURRIS JR.  GABRIEL BURRIS  ASHLYNN BYRD

JUAN MEZA CAMPBELL  HAYDEN CANNOY  BRENTO CARICO  OLIVIA CARPENTER  ADRIANA CAVINESS

ISAIAH CAVINESS  JONAH CHANEY  WARREN CHAPPELL  RYAN CLARK  JONATHON COALSON

ADAM COBLER  CARL COE  TIMOTHY COLEMAN  AALIYAH COLLINS  ADRIENNE COLLINS
JACKSON GREER  ETHAN GRIFFIN  CHEROKEE GUYNN  MITCHELL GUYNN  ZACHARY GUYNN
TRENADI HAGA  RACHEL HALL  AUSTIN HARMON  SHAUNA HARMON  TOMMY HARRELL
JOSHUA HART  AIDEN HASH
JAMES HASH  AMBER HAWKS
Associate Degrees

Wytheville Community College

Administration
Trevor Maston Adams
Ashley Nicole Davidson
Logan Ryan Douglas
Kelby Stephen Edwards
Carmen Noel King
Jarrett Quannah McDaniel
Whitney Merrion
Quinlan Austin Mullins
Robert Bryan Phipps, Sr.
Anne Claire Rogney
Elisha Underwood

Administrative Support Technology
Donna Eastwood
Marlene Annette Edwards
Regenia Sue Dalton Goad
Caitlin Rebecca Jennings
Kristin F. Walls

Administrative Support Technology
Ashley Nicole Dixon
Logan Ryan Douglas
Jarrett Quannah McDaniel

Business Management and Leadership
Elin Kennedy Childers
Levi Jarrett Crigger
Allegre Ray Davi
Carmen Elizabeth Dawson
Natalie Danielle Hoch
Dakota William Price

Corrections Science
Trevor Maston Adams
Ashley Nicole Dixon
Logan Ryan Douglas
Jarrett Quannah McDaniel

Dental Hygiene
Chloe Mac Allen
Abigail Nicole Cooper
Lindsey Danielle Dawson
Veronica De La Cruz Lopez
Abigail Mae Easter
Tabitha Brooke Friess
Rachel Diane Martin
Kenzie Brooke Muncy
Bailey Lynn Patton
Sterling Gray Payne
Miranda Leighann Potter
Alyiah Michelle Rakes
Bethany Faith Roop
Rhiannon Snow

Education
Kayla Ciera Batts
Abby Mei-Li Blevins
Cade Cleveland Caldwell
Amy Jo Caviness
Brianna Jordan Draper
Caleb Daniel England
Hannah Paige Hardy
Taylor Nicole Higgins
Kamdyn Olivia Kilgore
Aslyn Nicole Lohmuhi
Taylor Mackenzie Leonard
Kayley Nicole Montgomery
Chelsee Lynn Wilson

General Studies
Hannah Dion Ball
Sarah Chastity Ball
Mackenzie Faith Blair
Sherri Brenn Blair*
Gannon Thomas Ayden Bralley
Zachary Buchanan
Chloe Reagan Campbell*
Matthew Christian Cantrell
Eric Anthony Catron
Kassidy Louise Cazier
Hannah Lynn Coake*
Myanna Danielle Crockett*
Jacob Levi Crouse
Chelsea Rae Dalton
Hailey Marie Davis
Kristin Hope Dishon
Jacob Douglas Duncan
Madison Brooke Fairling
Lyndsi Kaitlin Fisher
Todd Matthew Gentry
Brooklyn Jade Gillespie
Sadie ReAnn Golding

General Studies (cont.)
Stefani Guendulay Rodriguez
Michael Reed Haga
Hannah Grace Halsey
Riley George Halsey
Paige Lee Hayden*
Joshua Owen Henley*
Eric Allan Holliday
Alisha Dawn Holston
Emily Renee Hubbard
Thomas Ayden Hundley*
Aurora Jean Ingo
Madison Nicole Johnson
Allison Jones*
Haylee Alexa Keck
Ryleigh Cadence Kennedy*
Savannah Summer King
Jason Andre Lawson*
Vanessa H. Lopez
McKenna Lucas*
Heather Nicole Martin*
Laura Daniilen McKinney
Gabriel Christian Melton*
Jennifer Velazquez Munoz
Justin Montana Olinger
Mary Alice Devayne Perkins
Joshua Pagan Pickett
Jamie Lynn Reeves
Tatum Adair Robinson*
Zuleima Rosales Miraumontes
Jaylin Amari Sayles*
Kellie Morgan Sexton
Edward Allen Shape
Kylee Marie Smith
Conner Lee Stroup
 McKenzie Fayth Testerman
Natalie Hope Vega*
Tyler Christian Towe
Chantal Villeda Guerro
Peyton Reece Whaley*
Hannah Grace Whisman
Thomas Andrew White
Elena Grace Williams*
Heath Michael Williams
Seth Dakota Lee Wolfe
Emelie Grace Wright*
Martina Jade Wymer

General Studies
Evan L. Viars
Cameron Tyler Woolwine

General Studies Spec. in Communications and Media Studies
Ivan L. Viars

General Studies Spec. in Health Sciences
Ashley Nicole Bottoms
Abigail Nicole Cooper
Dakota Brooke Hash
Stephanie Nicole Hedginner
Sheridan Ann Kelly
Brooklyn Makayla Lason
Kaylee Beth Lefler
Destiny Sky Lineberry
Jenna Lilianah Pobrisio
Karlee Paige Ramey
Hannah Lee Swiger
Bethany Makayla Welch

General Studies Spec. in Human Services
Leigha Nicole Albert
Abbie Marie Brannock
Sydni Deziray Choate
Rachel Amanda Katherine Christian
Marcie Jane Coffey
Lucas Allen Corvin
Mackenzie Evans
Anna M. Goodpasture
Acotha Damara Gwyn
Iva Kayleigh Hicks
Michael T. Jones
Angela Nicole Lamie
Jennifer Grossclose Lawson
Sarah Elizabeth Mendez-Guzman
Brianna Faith McBride
Rebecca Danielle Parsons
Kimberly Renee Puckett
Shelby Danielle Robertson
Zuleisa Rosales Miraumontes
Cassidy Joel Roscoe
Agustina Silva-Tucci
Crystal Renee Spears
Elizabeth Walker
Christy Michael Ward
Caroline Lexann Widner
Tatum Alexandria Woods
Rebecca Katherine Wright

General Studies Spec. in Substance Abuse
Desirae Marie Alabona
Alicia Tonette Cottrell
Michael T. Jones
Renee’ Chelestinna Kessell

Information Systems Technology
Brooklynn Jade Owens
Jacob Dillon Perdue
Drew Douglas Todd

Information Systems Technology Spec. in Ethical Hacking and Penetration Testing
Lucas Hart Carter
Koby Jameel Cook
Justin Dwayne Cumbee
Josiah Grayson Gates
Conner Wayne Charles Hayden
Chandler JoLee Johnson
Nathan Ryan Jones
Chase Edward Lawson
Ryan Thomas Prevett
Timothy Seth Thornton
Jagger Sean Tilson

Machine Technology
Dawson Shane Allen
Bailey Jordan Hamilton
Andrew James Harrell
Wesley Ryan Gilman
James Gregory Reynolds, Jr.
Colby Dalton Sproson
Hunter Mackenzie Torbett

Medical Laboratory Technology
Nicholas Scott Aker
Callie Alexandra Bailey
Kyle Alexander Hanna
Kaylee Beth Lefler
Laura Elizabeth Midkiff
Emily Sierra Parsons
Nicholas Robert Speights

Nursing
Seth Quinton Adams
Laken Nicole Alley
Ashley Nicole Angles
Courtney Barnes
Angela Louise Bird
Cassie R. Booth
Bailey Kinkaid Bordwine
Briley McKay Bordwine
Ashley Nicole Bottoms
Autumn Michele Brown
Kendall Louise Clemons
Cassey Danielle Cline
Clay Cooper
Elizabeth Ann Cope
Jessica M. Cumbee
Brittany Renee Cupp
Nina Alice Davis
Stephanie Marie Davis
Seth Thomas Gearhart
Michelle Dawn Goodson
Stephanie Elizabeth Hamm
Anna Margaret Hanson
Melissa Ann Hart
Elizabeth Leonard Howery
Taylor Brooke Johnston
Faith Ann Kobrehel
Josephine Makenna Leonard
Kacey Taylor Lyles
Christian Doyle Marshall
Evelyn Klaelen Myski
Makenzie Jill Montgomery
Michaela Dawn Muller
Miracle Fawn Osborne
Elizabeth Ann Peacock
Dakota LeRea Reed
Meredith Stanley Robinson
Layla Nichole Sessions
Sidnee Lee Snavely
Rebecca Nicole Stanley
Rachel Hope Stock
Tyler Bruce Thompson
Ashley Virginia Umerger
Kayla Marie Upchurch
Bethany Makayla Welch
Robin Nicole Whitt
Jodie Marie Wilmer
Virginia Elizabeth Workman
Daphne Arlene Wren

Physical Therapist Assistant
Hannah Mathis Barton
Norman Andrew Jackson Bryant
Samantha D. Bussard
Kelley Preston Corvin
Juan Eduardo Gutierrez Velazquez
Sara Nicole Hall
Abigail Mattie Johnson
Hannah Nicole Reedy
Sarah Joyce Temple
Michael Gary Ward
Joseph Taylor Winesett

Science
Kayslin Danielle Baggett*
Olivia Marie Barnes*
Jacie Taylor Bennett
Madison Rose Bystrek*
Landan Blake Frazier*
Coy Isaac Goad
Lindsey M. Goad*
Brooklynn Jade Great
Sara Nicole Hall

Spec. in Computer Science
Brady Lance Testerman

Spec. in Engineering
Jeren Vincent Browder

Spec. in Veterinary Preparation
Katelyn Faye Blevins*
Carter Weston Keegley
Rachel Suzanne Penley*
Mary Ellen Wingate

Technical Studies
Coby Bryce Carisco
William D. Cassell
Christopher Alan Shaw, Jr.
Colin Simmons
Jon-Michael Keith Surrratt

*Denotes Honorable Mention
Congratulations to the Class of 2022!

Career Studies Certificates

Diplomas

Begin Here. Become Anything.
Congratulations!

Class of 2022!

Grayson-Carroll-Wythe Mutual Insurance Co.

Established 1896
108 Washington Street • Galax, VA
216-236-8106 • 1-800-758-8106

CLASS OF 2022

CIERRA SIZEMORE  ELI STONE  JASON SMITH  SAVANNA SMITH  EMILY SOLIS

CALEB SOWERS  DAWSON SPANGLER  MADISON STEPHENS  ALICIA STOCKNER  MADISON STOCKNER

GRACE STRACHAN  SYDNEY SURRATT  MAGGIE TERRY  JAMES TOMPKINS  LACIE TURMAN

DAKOTA TURNBULL  JAYDA UTT
Today we’re celebrating you, graduates! Congratulations on this milestone achievement and all of the accomplishments you’ve worked for along the way.

Remember that the best is yet to come, so enjoy your special day, and please celebrate responsibly!
Congratulations to the Class of 2022 Graduates!

Vaughan-Guynn-McGrady
Chapel & Cremation Services
1035 North Main St. Hillsville, Virginia 24343
276-728-2041 | www.vaughanguynnandmcgrady.com
Carroll County High Dance Team Coach Kelly Krantz was honored by Golden Cavalier Morgan Roberts at this year’s Golden Cavalier Celebration. The celebration this Spring marked the eighth year of the event where the top ten seniors are named and honor teachers and staff who have had a significant impact on their lives.
Carroll County High School Coach Cindy Edwards was honored by Golden Cavalier Madison Stockner at this year’s Golden Cavalier Celebration. The celebration this Spring marked the eighth year of the event where the top ten seniors are named and honor teachers and staff who have had a significant impact on their lives.

Golden Cavalier Natalie Vega honored Carroll County High School Teacher Freda Cole at this year’s Golden Cavalier Celebration. The celebration this Spring marked the eighth year of the event where the top ten seniors are named and honor teachers and staff who have had a significant impact on their lives.

Golden Cavalier Mallory Ward honored Carroll County High School Teacher Susan Rose at this year’s Golden Cavalier Celebration. The celebration this Spring marked the eighth year of the event where the top ten seniors are named and honor teachers and staff who have had a significant impact on their lives.

Golden Cavalier Emilee Wright picked Carroll County High School Teacher Yvonne Goad as her honoree at this year’s Golden Cavalier Celebration. The celebration this Spring marked the eighth year of the event where the top ten seniors are named and honor teachers and staff who have had a significant impact on their lives.
Carroll County High School Band Director Michael Farina was honored by Golden Cavalier Gabriel Melton at this year’s Golden Cavalier Celebration. The celebration this Spring marked the eighth year of the event where the top ten seniors are named and honor teachers and staff who have had a significant impact on their lives.

CCHS Teacher Curtis “Curt” Sumner was honored by Golden Cavalier Thomas Montgomery at this year’s Golden Cavalier Celebration. The celebration this Spring marked the eighth year of the event where the top ten seniors are named and honor teachers and staff who have had a significant impact on their lives.